Larkin House Plaza

Objectives:

• Showcase the adobes
• Accommodate autos and bikes
Larkin House Plaza
Court Square, Montgomery
Historic Polk Street

Objectives:
• Retain emergency vehicle through traffic
• Showcase adobes and create living history street as an attraction
• Solve geometry constraint – Jefferson and Alvarado as two-way streets
Historic Polk Street
Historic Polk Street

- Space for emergency vehicle and/or loading access

Montreal
Historic Polk Walk

Geometric challenge –

• If Polk remains open, Jefferson cannot be two-way
Downtown - Pearl Street

Objectives:
• Eliminate conflicting movements
• Improve intersection performance
• Enhance bike access into Downtown
• Improve pedestrian safety
• Create bicycle link along Pearl Bike Blvd.
Pearl Bike Connection
If we keep Pearl as two-way – Alvarado cannot be two-way
Intersection Operation Results

Level of Service Future with Existing Geometry

- LOS A - D (Green)
- LOS E (Yellow)
- LOS F (Red)

[Map of the area with marked intersections and streets]
Intersection Operation Results

Level of Service
Future with Proposed Geometry

- LOS A - D
- LOS E
- LOS F
Lighthouse Circulation

Objectives:

- Modified Existing (two-way)
- NB+SB Left Turn Lanes at Prescott
Lighthouse
Modified Existing (two-way)
Left Turns at Prescott
Adaptation?
Intersection Operation Results

Level of Service Future with Existing Geometry

- LOS A - D
- LOS E
- LOS F
Modified Existing Adaptation - Left Turns at Drake
Intersection Operation Results

Level of Service Future with Proposed Geometry

LOS A - D  
LOS E  
LOS F  
Future Roads
North Fremont

Objectives

• Fremont Gateway at West End
North Fremont

Benefits of a Gateway:
• Sense of arrival / entry
• Street identity
• Calms traffic
North Fremont Gateway

Provide Left Turn to Driveway
Intersection Operation Results

Level of Service
Existing

LOS A - D
LOS E
LOS F
Intersection Operation Results

Level of Service
Future

LOS A - D
LOS E
LOS F
This Evening

• Receive Presentation on the *operational results* of the Citywide Transportation Study
• Receive Public Comment
• Hold a Discussion
• Direct staff to return on **February 14, 2012** for **PC** review and recommendation; and,
• Direct staff to return on **February 21, 2012** to **CC** for consideration of **PC Recommendation**
Questions?

www.monterey.org

Facebook – City Monterey Citywide Transportation and Parking Study